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Once a new technology rolls over you, if you’re not part of the steamroller, you’re part of the road. 

- Stewart Brand. 

 

New Paradigm Adoption 

Most contemporary high-tech marketing strategies base their roots in a technology 
adoption curve, a model originated from social research in the late 1950s.  

Communities react to discontinuous innovations differently.  Along a risk-aversion 
axis, adopters of the new paradigm self-segregate themselves into roughly a 
Gaussian or random distribution, with 2.5% innovators, 13.5% early adopters, 34% 
early majority, 34% late majority, and 16% laggards.  The paradigm shift is adopted 

from left to right, with each constituency coming to the fore in sequence.
1,2

 
 

 

Figure 1.  In the adoption of a new innovation or a paradigm shift, adopters self-aggregate themselves 
into five constituencies.  The most risk-immune are the technology enthusiasts, followed by visionaries.  

Pragmatists are neutral while conservatives are most risk-avert. 
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In high-tech industries, we can re-label each of the five constituencies as: 
� Innovators— these are technology enthusiasts who are fundamentally 

committed to new technology on the ground that sooner or later, it is bound 
to improve our lives.  They derive pleasure from mastering the intricacies, in 

fiddling with, and love to get their hands on the latest and greatest 
inventions.  They are driven to be the first to explore. 

� Early adopters— these are visionaries and are the true revolutionaries who 

want to use the discontinuity of any innovation to make a break with the past 
and start an entire new future.  Their expectation is that by being the first to 
exploit the new capability they can achieve a dramatic and insurmountable 
competitive advantage over the older order.  In contrast to enthusiasts, they 

are driven to be the first to exploit. 
� Early majority— these are pragmatists who do not love technology for their 

own sake.  They are neutral about technology and look to adopt innovations 

only after proven track record.  They believe in evolution rather than 
revolution in the sense that they accept the new technology as a natural 
extension of the older order (evolution) rather than a paradigm shift 
(revolution or discontinuity). 

� Late majority— these are conservatives and pessimists who doubt their 
ability to gain any value from technology investments and undertake them 
only under duress, typically the only alternative is to let the rest of the world 
pass them by. 

� Laggard— these are skeptics and are the gadflies of high-tech, the ones who 
delight in challenging the hype and puffery of high technology. 

Thus, we coin the five “e’s” of new paradigm adoption: technology enthusiasts 

explore, visionaries exploit, pragmatists evolve, conservatives employ, and skeptics 
elude.3 

An Electrifying Experience 

In a historical retrospective, the adoption of electricity is an excellent example. 
The electric age was young in 1876, when two small electric generators were 

used to power a bright lamp in the corner of an exhibition hall at the Centennial 
Exposition in Philadelphia.  Six years later, Thomas Edison built the first electric 
utility, which lit up Wall Street using generators so huge they were nicknamed 
Jumbo, after a circus elephant.  In 1884, an Edison protégé, Frank Julian Sprague, 

invented electric motors, and two years later, used it to run an elevator in Boston.
4
 

Electric lingo quickly became part of the American culture.  People were 
“plugged in” to the changes, which they found “electrifying;” they “made the 

connection” between new technology and their futures.  Electric generators were 
dubbed “dynamos”, shortened version of dynamoelectric machine and became 
synonymous with verve and energy.5 
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In 1901, the Sears Roebuck catalogue promoted an electric belt that wrapped 
around the waist and scrotum to revive sexual powers through vitalizing, soothing 
currents.  Scads of inventors tried to patent electric-powered perpetual-motion 
machines until 1911, when the U.S. Patent Office required patent applications to be 

accompanied by working models. 
At the close of the century, technologically, the solution was already in hand.  

Rather than run a factory as if it were one immense machine looped and belted 

together, a number of inventors proposed to power machine tools individually: lathe 
workers could then machine metal parts while sanders were silent; energy would be 
conserved; the workplace would be airier and safer; and workers more productive. 

Despite the promise of huge boosts in productivity, factory owners often waited 

decades before they pulled down the shafts and replaced them with machines 
powered by individual motors.  In the U.S. in 1899, only 3% of factories used 
motor-driven machinery.  Many factories, especially new ones, added the machines 

over the following two decades.  Still by 1919, only a third of all U.S. factories had 
shifted to the new technology. 

(Malaysia took another half a century to catch up.  Malaysians who are now 40 
years and older should have fond memories of their younger days when rice mills 

were one giant, noisy machines connected by belts and shafts, till as late as the 
1970s.) 

But then, suddenly, there was a giant leap.  By 1929, a majority of American 
factories, 56%, had motorized as factory managers raced to get ahead of their 

competitors.  It was then the enthusiasm for electricity translated into broad 
economic gain, many American factories started to learn how to use electricity 
effectively.  When they did, electricity released a productivity surge that lifted the 

economy and increased workers’ incomes. 

Electrifying the Computer 

The electric age was also torn by time-consuming battles between competing 
systems. 

Back then the biggest fight was between direct current (DC) and alternating 
current (AC).  Both had advantages.  DC, invented first, had the advantage of 

proving its practicality; it was also cheap for local transmission.  The problem with 
DC was in long-distance transmission.  Engineers had to tie grids of hundreds of 
local DC generating stations to cover a state, which would drive up costs.  AC could 

overcome the problem: Using AC, engineers could envision building huge power 
stations capable of transmitting current hundred of miles away. 

As with any industrial standard battle, the fight was as much about personality 
and corporate power as technology.  DC was backed by Thomas Edison (1847–

1931); AC by George Westinghouse (1846–1914).  Edison worked with a self-styled 
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electrician who toured the country electrocuting calves, horses and other animals 
larger than humans to prove that AC was a more deadly current.6 

Despite the effort to show AC as deadly, Edison finally failed.  He could not get 
laws passed in New York and Virginia to outlaw AC.  Meanwhile powerful 

industrialists were pressing utilities to build power plants, which could handle 
distant customers only through AC transmission.  By 1900, it was clear that AC 
would become the electric standard. 

The electric age battle is mirrored in the computer age’s struggle between Intel 
microprocessors versus Motorola, Apple personal computers versus IBM, Lotus 
software versus Microsoft… The adoption of computer technology could have been 
delayed somewhat by the many computer platforms in the early years of the 

computer revolution. 
Paul David, a Stanford University economy historian, argues that the computer 

will follow a path similar to the electric motor, making the electric age a metaphor 

for the computer age.  Today we stand roughly as far into the computer revolution as 
Americans stood in the electric revolution in 1900.  By this analogy, the invention in 
1969 of computer memory chips, and a year later, of microprocessors, will have the 
same historic significance as the invention of the dynamo a century earlier in 1886. 

Why should productivity gain take so long to appear?  This is partly because 
new technologies require generations of improvement, partly because old 
technologies battle back, and partly because factories and offices are reluctant to 
ditch expensive equipment for an unproven technology.  But mostly it has taken so 

long because people have a hard time understanding new technologies well enough 
to become comfortable with them, and then understand how best to use them. 

Thomas Hughes, a University of Pennsylvania technology historian, says there 

is a naïve view of technology, and organizations which say that technology can 
change quickly.  There is a great deal of inertia built into many technologies because 
of the commitment of people, institutions and money.  A new technology will not 
change people’s lives permanently unless the culture and mindset are ready for 

change.  Old habit of mind is one of the toughest things to get away from in the 
world. 

The usual progression of technology is new machines—which are vastly more 

flexible than their forerunners—modestly improve old systems.  For instance, 
factory workers first used electricity to replace the waterwheels and central steam 
engines that powered elaborate belt-and-shaft systems; radio was initially considered 
only as a fancy telephone that let two people communicate long distances, not a 

form of mass communications; the first office computers were used as expensive 
typewriters with a fancier name, word processors, and some still are. 

Only now for example, are companies beginning to understand the changes 

wrought by the Internet and computer networks, which allow workers to share 
information instantaneously around the world and to work together on projects while 
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remaining on premises on different continents.  Many even use the new technology 
as a means to goof off work, and as a new means to communicate. 

Kmart—the Knocked-out Mart 

The Kmart Corporation filed for bankruptcy protection on January 22, 2002, the 
largest such filing ever made by a retailer.  In filings, Kmart listed $16.29 billion in 
assets and $10.35 billion in debt.  At the end of the financial quarter ended October 

31, 2001, Kmart had $366 million in cash.
7
 

But Kmart’s underlying problems had been mounting for some time as it lost 
ground to Wal-Mart—the nation’s No. 1 retailer, and Target—the discount retailer 
known for its relatively fashionable merchandise.  Wal-Mart has laid claim to the 

penny pinchers; Target has identified with style-conscious suburbanites by offering 
modish brands like kitchen utensils and tea kettles designed by well-known 
designers.8 

Kmart, the nation’s third-largest discount retailer, has long been known for its 
boom and bust cycles.  The chain was started in 1962 as a discount division of the S. 
S. Kresge Company, a five-and-dime store that was F. W. Woolworth’s chief 
competitor during the first part of the 20th century.  The vast stores were put outside 

cities in bustling new suburbs.  It has become a fixture on the American landscape, 
known for its blue light specials, in-store announcements “Attention, Kmart 
shoppers!” and the big red K’s that adorn its storefronts. 

At first Kmart and the suburbs were a perfect match.  The chain grew rapidly, 
and housewives reveled in its well-priced abundance.  Within a decade, Kmart had 
673 stores and rivaled Sears Roebuck as the nation’s largest retailer.  But it was 
during this period of rapid expansion that Kmart grew complacent.  In 1973, the 

company experimented with using computers that could track inventory and make 
orders.  But store managers, who filled out orders by hand, rejected the computers, 
predicting, accurately, that the new technology would reduce their autonomy.  These 

managers were laggards. 
Kmart decided to pass on computers, but its competitors did not.  Sam Walton, 

an early adopter, put the systems in anywhere he could afford to, and the added 
efficiencies paid off over time.  Today, as the world’s largest retailer and one of its 

most efficient, Wal-Mart does roughly fives times the business of Kmart, $200 
billion in annual sales. 

No Tech Wal-Mart—the Wal’s Largest 

Wal-Mart stores just became the U.S. biggest company, the first retailer to have 
done so.  It got there by sounding a single note—low prices—that attracted millions 
of mostly working-class Americans in search of everything from consumer products, 

auto parts, to sporting equipment. 
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Founded in Arkansas 40 years ago by a five-and-dime merchant, Sam Walton, 
Wal-Mart built its empire with stores in rural areas where land was cheap and 
shoppers looking for variety and low prices saw few alternatives.  By the time 
Walton died in 1992, Wal-Mart was the largest discounter.  In January 2002 the 

company surpassed Exxon Mobil to become the nation’s largest company in sales, 
reporting $217.8 billion for the fiscal year ending January 31. (Now oil companies 
are doing better only because the price of oil has hit record heights).  Wal-Mart is 

also the nation’s largest private employer.  Five heirs of Wal-Mart founder Sam 
Walton hold the top ten world’s billionaires, with the highest-ranking rich female 
Alice Walton at number eight.9 

Besides the U.S., the company has operations in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, 

China, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, India, Japan, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, and U.K, with more than 1.9 million associates and 6,500 
stores worldwide. 

After making to the top, Wal-Mart executives are setting their sights on a fresh 
target: more affluent shoppers who pride themselves on snagging bargains and who 
discovered stores like Target and Costco some time ago.  Whether Wal-Mart going 
upscale on its merchandize is a good strategic move, time will tell.  But the success 

of Wal-Mart because of its early adoption of an efficient computerized distribution 
system cannot be disputed. 
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